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Abstract: Mobile phone consumers have been motivated by the rapid growth of technology and encouraged to update their devices regularly to keep up with new innovations, architectures, and capabilities. Consequently, mobile/cell phone waste has risen significantly in the last decade. Due to their small size, it is convenient for users to keep outdated or unused mobile phones at home or the office, rather than recycling them appropriately. A reverse supply chain (RSC) is one possible method of mitigating the questionable e-waste activity present in the ecosystem. RSC has been significant for the mobile phone industry, user states, analysts, and scholars. This paper reviews the available literature in the RSC management (RSCM) domain, along with its processes and strategies. The paper reviews 223 published scholarly papers in the domain of mobile phone waste recycling and investigates 22 papers related to factors influencing consumers’ intention with regard to electronic recycling, focusing on mobile devices, which contribute significantly to electronic waste management practices.
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1. Introduction

In today’s modern world, most people tend to use a mobile phone in their daily lives. The technology of this device not only has enabled people to use it as a phone, but also offers them access to the Internet while providing a wide range of applications with which they can manage their work, access social platforms, play their favorite games, and even pay for products and services. Furthermore, with rapid developments in mobile phone technology, mobile manufacturers encourage users to change their devices frequently in order to take advantage of new features, designs, and capabilities. As a result, there has been a massive increase in mobile phone waste, and due to their small size, it is convenient to keep unused mobile phones at home or in the office [1–3]. This paper aims to address consumers’ intentions and behaviors in regard to participating in reverse logistics (RL) or recycling of mobile devices through a reverse supply chain (RSC). Different studies define RL and RSC in different ways. One of the most widely accepted definitions of RL was given by Rogers and Tibben-Lembke [4], who described it as “the process of planning, implementing, and controlling the efficient, cost-effective flow of raw materials, in-process inventory, finished goods, and related information from the point of consumption to the point of origin for the purpose of re-capturing or creating value or proper disposal” [5].

On the other hand, Stock [6] focused more on the recovery route; he explicitly specified the role of RL in product return, source reduction, recycling and reuse of materials, product repair, and waste disposal. Prahinski and Kocabasoglu [7] defined RSC as an effective and efficient series of processes by which products can be collected from customers for disposal...
or to extract value through recycling. Jayant et al. [8] defined RSC as the flow of return management caused by the return, recovery, or overstock of goods.

Since the RL and RSC concepts have evolved over the years, new views have been added to their definitions. Agrawal et al. [9] noted that the earliest definition of RL concerned the reverse flow of goods. Later, the term “environment” was added to the definition. Doan et al. [10] provided a focused definition of RSC as the activities required to reuse, remanufacture, or recycle unwanted products from end-users. This definition, which clarifies that RSC activities involve the collection of discarded devices from customers, is adopted in this paper. Reverse supply chain management (RSCM) is defined as a series of activities implemented in order to collect products from customers at any stage of the forward supply chain, i.e., reuse, repair, remanufacture, recycling, or disposal [11]. RL is an essential system for current industries and manufacturers; it is considered the most important channel for the mobile recycling activity [2].

Acceleration in technology advancement, especially in the electronics market, encourages more companies to produce extended ranges of electronic devices and smartphones. Such advancement has influenced consumers to acquire different types of devices at the same time, which results in the generation of massive electronic waste (e-waste) from end-of-life (EOL) products due to their short life cycle [12–14]. According to the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP), the amount of global e-waste produced was 50 million tons in 2018. If there are no global actions to address and solve this issue, then the e-waste volume is expected to increase by more than double by 2050 to 120 million tons. Currently, only 20% of total waste is recycled globally [15].

Saving the environment is currently one of the most primary and challenging subjects of research around the world [9,16–18]. The costs of natural resource extraction, environmental improvement, and population increase have forced many companies and industries to collect EOL products for recycling and reuse through RSCM. According to [19], mobile phone waste is considered hazardous due to the potential negative impact of environmental and human exposure to cytotoxic metals. However, mobile phones may still be considered as a source for systematic extraction and reuse of primary minerals, which will help in saving natural resources [19].

Successful and productive RSCM depends on consumers’ participation in and intention to be part of the cycle. Consumers generally tend to keep their used, old, or non-working electronics, especially smartphones, for some time before putting them into the waste stream. This hoarding behavior can be influenced by numerous factors, such as attitude, sociodemographics, lifestyle, environmental awareness, product features, technology, and social pressure [20]. The better we understand the factors encouraging the hoarding of electronic devices, the better we can encourage consumers to participate in recycling.

Several studies have demonstrated that consumer behavior is a critical factor in the success of RSCM [21–25]. For example, Cao and Liu [25] pointed out that recycling attitudes, perceived behavior control, benefits like financial incentives, appropriateness, and advertising policies have a significant positive impact on consumers’ readiness to recycle packaging; subjective norms, perceived trust, and incentives are known to have an explicit impact on attitudes toward RSCM.

RL is an important system for current industries and manufacturers, and overlooking its importance will lead to problems that could prevent its successful implementation [12]. This paper provides a review on the evolution of RSCM and mobile waste issues and conducts a literature review on the factors influencing mobile users’ intentions and behaviors with regard to participating in RL or recycling by demonstrating the influencing factors.

2. Review Method

A literature review is still a valuable method for systematically investigating and structuring a domain problem [9]; further, it is the best approach to answer a research question or provide an overview of a specific problem [26]. Therefore, a structured literature
A literature review was used to collect data on critical articles on RSCM, electronic waste management, and consumer behavior toward recycling. This review is intended to understand how various studies have discussed RSC and analyzed consumer behavior when electronic devices such as mobile phones are processed for recycling. Research engines such as Google Scholar, Scopus, Web of Science, and ScienceDirect were used with different keywords (i.e., “reverse supply chain management”, “mobile phone reuse”, “mobile phone recycling”, “waste mobile phone”, and “customer recycling behavior”) to find the right output for this review paper.

Figure 1 summarizes the selection criteria based on Snyder’s [26] process of conducting a literature review inspired by Preferred Items for Systematic Review Recommendations (PRISMA) [27] for selecting the most appropriate studies for this review. The selection criteria started by removing all duplicate papers and papers that were not related to this review from 388 papers collected from different databases. Next, we screened the titles and abstracts of the papers discussing RSCM, waste issues, and consumer behavior, which left 223 papers. We then did another screening focused on papers published between 2004 and 2021, with the majority published in the last five years; this phase resulted in 73 papers. Finally, using studies on understanding and analyzing customer behavior with a focus on recycling, we collected a final sample of 22 papers.

![Figure 1. Methodological steps for choice of relevant papers for this review based on PRISMA.](image)

3. Descriptive Findings

A total of 223 peer-reviewed reports, papers, and articles were reviewed. With a focus on RSCM, mobile waste and recycling behavior keywords were used to filter the papers, resulting in 73 scholarly journal publications considered as the most relevant for this review. Figure 2 shows the frequency of publications for the 223 reviewed papers.
Figure 2 presents the number of publications related to RSC and waste issues from 2004 to 2021 in chronological order. The most publications were recorded in 2018, and since then, the number of those focused on RSC started to decline. The low number of publications recorded in this domain in 2020 shows the importance of further investigating RSC and waste issues. Figure 3 summarizes the published findings in mobile/smartphone recycling; the scarcity of studies highlights the importance of future research into mobile phone device waste.

A meta-search was performed on consumer behavior, resulting in 22 publications. Table 3 summarizes the articles with no conferences involved. Publications were from Brazil, China, India, Iran, Malaysia, Pakistan, Portugal, Singapore, Spain, United Arab Emirates, and the USA. This demonstrates the overall degree of concern with regard to recycling mobile device waste worldwide. In this aspect, the country with the most publications in China, and the country with the least is United Arab Emirates, although, according to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), the number of mobile subscriptions in United Arab Emirates (per 100 people) was 209 in 2018. The United Arab Emirates ranks first in the Middle East region and third worldwide after China and Hong Kong in terms of mobile device penetration [28].

4. Literature Review and Discussion
4.1. RL and FL Overview

Companies around the world use the reverse logistics (RL) concept to generate profit and search for opportunities to remanufacture or resell returned products, as well as to
avoid generating waste and claim a green strategy [9]. It is essential to highlight in the beginning that RL is different from forward logistics (FL). FL considers the customer to be at the end of the supply chain. In contrast, EOL or end-of-use (EOU) products are at the beginning of the RL process. Since this paper investigates consumer behavior with respect to returning EOL or EOU mobile devices, it is crucial to review the literature related to the concepts and processes of RL and RSC [9]. The RL and FL processes were explained and summarized by several studies and research reports [4,9,29,30]. Figure 4 illustrated the FL and RL processes suggested by Agrawal [9], which gives a clear understanding of both activities and channels.

Figure 4. The flow of forward logistics (FL) and reverse logistics (RL) processes [9].

Earlier, Prahinski and Kocabasoglu [7] highlighted that RSC is a broader concept than RL, since RSC includes coordination and alliances with retailers, distributors, and manufacturers. Moreover, it involves inventory and transportation management. Wei [31] proposed that RL is part of RCM in the business concept. However, Doan et al. [10] pointed out that RSC is also synonymous with RL, confirming that many researchers have proposed and accepted this meaning.

There are many differences between FL and RL; Table 1 summarizes the most critical differences between the two processes. Furthermore, it is important to highlight that planning, forecasting, and inventory management in RL are more complicated than in FL due to uncertainties in the RL process [32,33].

Table 1. Differences between RL and FL [34,35].
4.2. Need for RL and RSCM

From the consumer perspective, people who are working on saving natural resources and protecting the environment also work on enhancing RSCM as the main element of production sustainability [36]. Several variables have been classified in the literature as reasons for returns by either the manufacturer, the distributor, or the customer. Xing et al. [36] classified four types of returns, highlighting that the different types could change depending on the complexity of the situation: (1) product life cycle return (linked to the sales process and product warranty; it is better that this is linked to the end of the warranty, because the product life cycle is usually linked with the product EOL); (2) reusable components (return is related to the consumption of some parts); (3) EOU products (products that can be traded or resold); and (4) EOL return (applies only to products that could cause environmental issues or commercial loss).

Earlier, Dekker et al. [37] categorized product return into five groups: (1) EOL return, (2) commercial need, (3) end of warranty, (4) production scrap and by-products, and (5) reusable packaging materials. Ardeshirilajimi and Azadivar [38] focused on the value of the product and the time for return, classifying product return into three categories: (1) EOL, (2) commercial (customers return products for any reason according to store policy on time limits for return), and (3) false failure (products are returned by buyers to retailers for reasons other than functional or defect-related issues).

On the other hand, Gupta [35] distinguished five types of product returns: (1) commercial/customer, (2) repair (if the product is still under warranty), (3) EOL (products are no longer used), (4) reusable containers (bottles/cans), and (5) leased product (electronic office equipment with a short life cycle).

Interestingly, John et al. [39] argued that there is almost no suitable design to model an RL network because it depends on the nature and value of product reuse. Therefore, the main limitation comes from specifying the product and the lack of a list of all possible recovery options.

4.3. RSC Processes and Strategies

4.3.1. RL/RSC Processes

Table 2 outlines the definitions and explanations of stages in RSC activities and processes according to the literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Product acquisition (take back)</td>
<td>The process of acquiring used products or materials from customers, considered the initial stage that creates other RL activities. Sometimes known as “gatekeeping” [9,40]. One of the most challenging stages for organizations to encourage end-users to give away old devices due to the lack of awareness. One way to ease the challenge is to give financial incentives to encourage customers to give away their old devices for recycling [37].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Collection</td>
<td>Encompasses all logistical activities (transportation, storage, and shipping of products to inspection, sorting, or disposition) [41]. Three methods: (1) direct from customer to manufacturer, (2) indirect via retailers, and (3) via the third party to the manufacturer [9,42].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Inspection and sorting</td>
<td>Customers return products or devices for known or unknown reasons. End-of-life (EOL) and end-of-use (EOU) are primary reasons for return. The inspection stage is vital in identifying the reason for return and determining the next action. Collected products or materials are sorted based on inspection results [9]. The primary intention of this stage is to classify the quality of collected products and judge whether they are fit for recovery in the RSC system [10].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Disposition and sales</td>
<td>The redistribution process in RSC is somewhat similar to the FL process. In FL, products are usually new, while products in the RL redistribution stage are used or refurbished [10]. Figure 4 shows actions and their destinations at this stage, i.e., recyclable to the supplier, remanufactured to the manufacturer, reusable to distributors, and repairable to retailers [9].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Design for disassembly</td>
<td>During mobile device dismantling, harmful gases are usually generated, so this process must be done through organized channels focusing on collecting money generated from reselling valuable components such as copper and gold [43].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RSC processes, also referred to as activities in other studies, have been discussed by many authors from different perspectives. Figure 4 highlights the four key processes involved in product return: (1) acquisition of returned products from customers; (2) collection; (3) inspection and sorting; in the context of mobile devices, products are divided into categories based on the manufacturer or component; and (4) disposal of devices for reuse, repair, remanufacture, or recycling [9].

Blackburn et al. [30] identified five key activities involved in RSC: (1) acquiring products from customers; (2) logistics, including transporting products to inspection facilities; (3) inspection and dispositioning, i.e., assessing the condition of returned products and evaluating the maximum profit; (4) remanufacturing or refurbishing to return products to their original condition; and (5) marketing, by creating a secondary market through which remanufactured products can be sold. Step 2 in the Blackburn model is important for item collection, because collection involves the transportation and logistics of returned items, whereas steps 4 and 5 are part of the disposal concept.

De Brito and Dekker [5] summarized the RL processes as four activities: (1) collection; (2) inspection and sorting; (3) recovery; and (4) distribution. They also combined the acquisition and collection activities in one process, considering that collection is similar to the acquisition of products or devices from customers. Moreover, those authors assumed that the recovery decision occurs during an inspection. If the assessment results with respect to the condition of the devices are good, the items can be positioned for reselling in the secondary market; otherwise, other recovery methods may apply. However, combining collection and acquisition in one activity is not a logical assumption, especially when considering today’s sophisticated devices (e.g., smartphones) and the low level of awareness regarding data security among consumers. It is difficult to convince consumers to give away their devices for recycling without identifying the factors and methods that can encourage them to participate in such a program.

Recent research by Mousa [41] examined remanufacturing analysis and return decisions, and organized the RSC process into three main activities. First is the take-back action, which is divided into two sub-activities: acquisition to reclaim products from customers or enterprises, and product collection, which covers all logistics activities including transportation, moving the products, and inventory management for storage of collected items. The second is technical activities, including processes such as inspection, classification, remanufacturing, and recycling. The third is distribution and marketing, including all of the logistics involved in reselling remanufactured products. However, the term “engineering/technical stage” can have several definitions. For a better understanding of RSC processes and the specific use of the terms, it is important to understand the gaps in each stage and study them in detail for specific products.

4.3.2. RL/RSC Strategies

Researchers note that the first appearance of RSC strategies was observed in the late 19th century, concerning consumers’ intention to return products and containers and the direct use of packaging with resale value and a proper disposal channel with minimal toxic effects on the environment. Some RL strategies can be adopted to achieve this goal [4,8,9,37,44]. In the following section, some of the strategies are highlighted; however, we are not going to discuss RL strategies in detail; the section presents only the structure of RL.

RSC Environmental Strategy

This strategy includes all environmentally friendly practices that may give the organization involved a competitive advantage. Today, various organizations focus on protecting the environment and work extensively to promote RL/RSC activities, such as marketing, recycling, and distributing products to reduce waste associated with EOL products or RL activities. RSCM has gained considerable attention from manufacturers and retailers; in recent years, it has become part of an organizational commitment to social responsibility.
European countries, especially Germany, practice this strategy a lot, and European governments have strict laws and regulations in regard to preserving the environment [44,45]. According to Subramaniam et al. [44], the landfill costs for waste disposal have increased, forcing companies to adopt advanced technologies and practices in order to make products more reusable or resalable. Incorporating an environmental strategy in RL processes can lead to lower operational costs and the promotion of environmental protection.

However, Mohtashami et al. [46] argued that an increase in product returns via RSCM can cause an increase in energy consumption and the amount of pollution that can negatively impact the environment. However, we should further evaluate returns for potential reuse or recycling in order to avoid harming the environment. According to [37,47], there are four environmental influencing factors: (1) weak enforcement of regulations mandated by the government, (2) take-back offers by suppliers, (3) cross-agency competition, and (4) consumers’ decision to save the environment.

RSC Recycling Strategy

The recycling strategy in RL/RSC shown in Figure 4 involves the recovery of materials from EOL or EOU products. Recycling requires tremendous technological tools and equipment, which usually requires high expenditure. Low recovery value with high investment requires a significant volume of processed materials in order to be profitable [9]. Qiang et al. [48] investigated a model with a decentralized decision that involves collecting recycled materials or products from the market directly from consumers or retailers. This helps to increase the quantity of returned products (volume) and reduce the cost of transactions.

RSC Remanufacturing Strategy

In contrast to the recycling strategy, the remanufacturing strategy in RSC is concerned with high-value products or devices, and is usually undertaken by manufacturers because they have the knowledge and experience in regard to remanufacturing of their products. The quality and quantity of returned products are important factors that determine the success of a remanufacturing strategy [9]. Ramezani et al. [49] developed a stochastic model to deal with issues surrounding profit, responsiveness, and uncertainty in quality. This model maximizes profit by increasing the total SCM profit, increases customer responsiveness by studying suitable collection and delivery times for customers, and improves quality by minimizing the number of defective materials to improve the operating activities.

RSC Reuse Strategy

The repair strategy in RL/RSC is concerned with repairing non-functional devices or products and returning them to customers. Usually, a retailer is responsible for communicating with customers, and the transportation cost is the main component of the total cost of repair [9]. Lieckens et al. [50] built a model to increase profit by optimizing the delivery service through two options: a swift service by retaining returned devices using available remanufactured parts, and reinstalling original parts after repairing or remanufacturing the product.

RSC Repair Strategy

A reuse strategy can apply to returned products that are still functional and usually require minor maintenance and cleaning. Therefore, the secondary market, such as retailers and outlets owned by manufacturers, can resell reusable products to other customers. Silva et al. [51] developed a model for reusing product packaging in order to reduce the waste generated from throwing away such materials. The results showed that there was 18% less consumption of materials used for packaging compared to the use of disposable packaging, which helps to reduce production costs. Park [52] studied reuse behavior by evaluating different technical, financial, and regulatory factors, and found that such
behavior is greatly influenced by the decision-makers in an organization and the nature of the returned products.

4.4. Key Issues in RSCM

One of the critical issues in RSCM is the massive expenditure involved in RL processes. Many companies are concerned about minimizing expenditure and are therefore adopting systems and technologies that allow them to save on energy consumption and costs related to collection and transportation [8,53]. According to Jayant et al. [8], the cost of RL is around 4% of the total logistics cost. In addition, the authors also mentioned that the total processing cost of returned products is usually higher than the total cost of manufacturing. However, companies find that a strategic collection of products can drive a second purchase, which will reduce the cost of raw materials.

Blackburn et al. [30] argued that time is one of the main issues in RSCM. The value of a product declines over time, especially electronic products. Due to the delay in the processing of returned products, manufacturers should consider the value of returned products over time. These authors also found that the average waiting time for the processing of returned products is in the range of three to four months. During this period, the product value simply declines. Products with a short product life cycle (PLC), such as computers and mobile phones, have high marginal value over time compared to power gadgets or disposable electronics, which are less time-sensitive and have low marginal value over time. Therefore, it can be concluded that there is a direct relationship between the selling price and product return. In order to overcome the delay in processing, it is important to determine the capacity for collection and inspection, and to provide high-tech facilities in order to speed up recycling or reuse activities [54,55].

Compared to forwarding supply chains, organizations have less extensive knowledge of and experience with RSC. It is not easy to find a company with recycling experience of more than 10 years. Reusing goods is not a common practice, as most companies produce products. Moreover, it is still challenging to collect data on the environmental impact of RSC activities adopted by various businesses [56,57]. However, this paper can help to increase the level of awareness in regard to RSCM activities and encourage consumers to participate in RL, as the consumer is the vital factor in the RL process. On the other hand, the high level of uncertainty in product return poses another challenge, as it largely influences the overall cost throughout the supply chain [33,58].

Jayasinghe et al. [59] stressed the lack of quality and environmental standards in RSC operating activities, which could negatively affect the whole RSCM process. Not applying proper standards with respect to the handling of waste materials, especially in the dismantling process, could lead to exposure to hazardous materials. Weak manufacturing and a lack of direction are other issues related to RL operations. Nevertheless, using the right resources and designing the right infrastructure specifically for RSC activities will help to improve efficiency and enhance operational quality.

4.5. Mobile Phone Industry and the Need for RSCM

Chan and Chan [12] identified three main reasons for mobile phone companies to practice RL: (1) recovering assets and capturing value (this study found that around 40% of returned devices can be remanufactured or resold); (2) using RL as a strategic position (the first mover gains a competitive advantage); and (3) promoting the environmental benefits (building a good reputation by practicing social accountability).

Govindan and Popiuc [60] focused on the profit that can be generated from repair, reuse, and recycle activities (the 3Rs) in RSC or from the disposal of EOL products. They argued that maximum RSC profit can be achieved by applying a revenue-sharing contract (also known as a coordination contract) signed by all parties involved in the RSC. For example, a retailer may offer a financial return to customers in exchange for recycled devices, part of which comes from the manufacturer as stipulated in the revenue-sharing contract.
Kumar [21] explained that businesses and enterprises in the last 10 years have considered RSCM to be a vital and essential economic activity, in addition to promoting environmental sustainability. This is particularly true for the recycling of products with a short life cycle, such as smartphones, which are characterized as fast-moving items based on high consumer demand. To maintain environmental sustainability, governments worldwide are required to introduce new regulations for strategic environmental safety and recycling activities. These discussions led to our first major finding, as follows:

Major finding 1: From the analysis, it is identified that government regulation plays a major role in accelerating recycling behaviors among users. Further promotion among supply chain partners in terms of revenue-sharing contracts stipulates the intention of recycling behavior.

4.6. RL Technology in Mobile and Smartphone Industries

Generally, the amount of e-waste generated is almost three times greater than the number of other wastes. Because of the ultra-high rate of mobile phone adoption by users, mobile device waste has been dramatically growing in recent years, reaching millions of tons [10]. This increase has occurred because consumers frequently buy the latest mobile models with sophisticated designs and advanced features. According to Shi et al. [61], 80% of mobile phones are upgraded every two years, leading to a huge number of discarded phones; unfortunately, only 20% of e-waste is officially collected and recycled [10]. Therefore, there is a need for systematic collection of such e-waste.

Earlier, John et al. [39] published a network design for RSC that takes into consideration the problem related to product structure, starting with the bill of materials (BOM). The authors insisted that the BOM should be listed and incorporated in the RL network design for two main reasons. First, recovered materials might not be commercially used and therefore will not generate revenue, especially in low quantities. Second, flow analysis at the component level rather than the product level provides a better understanding for managers to determine the appropriate number and types of recovery options. The recovery option is determined by the product residual value (PRV), which is related to rating returned products based on a quality assessment. The PRV is higher for EOU mobile devices than EOL devices. A high PRV is associated with manufacturing activities, while a low PRV is associated with repair and recycling activities.

Hira et al. [19] concluded that RSC in the mobile industry is important in order to save the environment. According to their study, mobile phone waste is considered to be dangerous because of the potential negative impact of environmental and human exposure to cytotoxic metals. On the other hand, mobile devices are considered to be assets due to systematic extraction and reuse of primary metals, which reduces dependence on natural resources. However, this paper does not discuss RL designs or activities regarding mobile devices. As the paper focuses on mobile phone waste, we classify the waste as dangerous due to the potential negative impact of toxic metals on human health and the environment.

Garrido-Hidalgo et al. [62] demonstrated that incorporating information and communication technology (ICT) into the supply chain (SC) domain, particularly the Internet of Things (IoT), will considerably enhance the performance process, scale back energy consumption, and enable the development of models with comprehensive statistical infrastructure and detailed information at each stage of SC. By empowering organizations with IoT technologies, pollution can be minimized, and commercial response to and time for market revolution can be accelerated. This study focuses on e-waste management and provides a detailed framework that describes the various product stages from EOL to reuse via RSCM.

He et al. [63] emphasized that as part of an RSC recycling analysis, companies should assess the life cycle cost (LCC) of the high-tech minerals (HTMs) involved in manufacturing mobile devices. The LCC is the summation cost incurred during an inspection at the disposal stage. Their study, on feature phones and smartphones, found that the LCC of recycling one feature phone and one smartphone is approximately USD 2.24 and USD
6.60, respectively [63]. Those values are essential for managers to analyze, especially when evaluating end-to-end profit and planning for the recycling of feature phones. However, the results of this evaluation should not neglect the environmental impact.

4.7. Mobile RL through e-Commerce

E-commerce is one of the latest technologies that people, especially young people, are using today to purchase goods and products, and has developed dramatically in the last 10 years, becoming the main channel for businesses to use through either the Web or mobile apps [58]. RSCM through e-commerce can save time, resources, inventory space, and logistics costs for consumers and businesses. Moreover, it enhances customer satisfaction and encourages customers to rebuy from the same business [33]. There are two methods of RL through e-commerce: (1) returning unwanted products (mobiles) before use without visiting the store, with the capability of tracking the status of returned items; and (2) returning EOL or EOU products (mobiles). An example of the latter is the Apple website, where customers can estimate the value of an old mobile device; however, they are still required to visit a store for a physical return if the item is determined to have value.

4.8. Electronic and Mobile Waste Management

There is no standard definition, but in general, e-waste refers to electronic and electrical products and their components that are disposed of by end-users in order to be recycled or reused [10,64]. Echegaray and Hansstein [24] summarized the definition of e-waste as any electronic product that has reached EOL. This paper adopts that definition and extends it to describe mobile waste. However, for mobile waste, the term EOU is used in addition to EOL, as suggested by Echegaray and Hansstein [24].

Over the past 10 years, the remarkable growth in the production of electronic products, especially mobile and smart devices, has led to a huge increase in e-waste. Nowadays, e-waste is considered to be one of the biggest sources of toxic materials, which is one of the fastest-growing pollution problems threatening human health and the environment [10,65,66]. According to Doan et al. [10], around 80% of mobile device consumers upgrade their phone every two years, generating an enormous volume of devices being discarded. As previously described, RSC is considered to be a complicated process when it comes to e-waste recycling due to the high level of uncertainty in the quantity and quality of returned products and devices [10,56]. Therefore, to save the environment and protect human health, the key factors that encourage consumer participation in recycling must be determined.

Major finding 2: It is essential for authorized organizations and developed countries to build secure and accessible channels for consumers and businesses to undertake regular recycling of mobile devices instead of keeping them at home or in offices.

4.9. Mobile Waste Issues

The continual development of mobile technologies poses some of the main challenges in regard to the increased generation of mobile waste, considering the short life cycle of mobile devices. Two separate studies conducted by Yin et al. [2] and Hira et al. [19] found that the mobile life cycle ranges from two to three years, after which the device will be either recycled or neglected.

Another issue related to the advances in mobile technology concerns the sophisticated designs and materials used, such as liquid crystal display (LCD) or light-emitting diode (LED) screens and built-in batteries [19,67]. These sophisticated components of mobile devices contain hazardous materials that require special attention and handling during recycling or disposal.

Dismantling a mobile device must be carried out by an organized channel due to the emission of harmful gases such as CO_{2} or SO_{2} during the extraction of core elements [21]. Recycling undertaken by an unauthorized entity or channel may cause greater problems due to the lack of knowledge of measures related to safety and environmental aspects.
Unregulated channels usually focus solely on making money from reselling extracted components such as copper, gold, and other materials. The total value of raw materials extracted from e-waste was 48 billion euros in 2015 [43], which increased to about 55 billion euros by 2016 [10,68]. Therefore, there is a need for governments to issue rules and policies that govern mobile waste collection and recycling. According to Graedel et al. [69] and Hira et al. [19], the regulations should be standardized in order to control e-waste production and recycling processes.

One of the main issues related to mobile waste is the difficulty in collecting the devices. Because of their small size and consumers’ intention to keep them, it is usually difficult to collect unwanted or non-functional mobiles from consumers. According to Sabbaghi et al. [20], some manufacturers are willing to pay incentives to retailers so that they will encourage customers to hand over old devices. Due to the rapid emergence of new models, the newer versions can be resold faster than the older ones.

The privacy and protection of data stored in a mobile’s memory, considered sensitive information, creates concern regarding the privacy of individuals. This concern affects mobile users in the Gulf countries because of the conservative nature of those who reside there, which in turn affects their willingness to recycle EOL and EOU mobiles via official recycling channels [70].

4.10. Consumers’ Behavior Factors and Models

Previous sections discussed the processes and activities of RSCM, which are composed of different stages, beginning with collecting products from customers, as well as the latest findings on RL. This section discusses consumer behavior supported by findings from the literature, where a shift toward green purchasing is the key to changing consumer decisions with regard to saving the environment. Thus, as mentioned at the beginning of this paper, the consumer is the key to starting the RL process, and studying consumer behavior is essential to understand the gaps or problems with respect to participating in 3R activities.

The analysis of consumer behavior is defined as “the study of individuals, groups, or organizations and the processes they use to select, secure, use, and dispose of products, services, experiences, or ideas to satisfy needs and the impacts that these processes have on the consumer and society” [71–73].

On the other hand, Schiffman and Kanuk [74] defined consumer behavior as a process by which consumers analyze and study desired products in order to make purchasing decisions. As illustrated by these two definitions, a behavioral decision comes after a series of processes in which the pros and cons of a specific purchase are analyzed, which can be extended to decision making with regard to mobile recycling. Thus, these decisions are influenced by different factors, which will be summarized in the following section.

Previous Behavioral Factors and Models/Frameworks

Due to the importance of studying consumer behavior, many studies have investigated the internal and external factors that influence individual adoption of green behavior. This section highlights some of the studies and elaborates on the factors influencing consumer behavior.

A study conducted by Park and Ha [22] established practical findings by combining the theory of planned behavior (TPB) and the norm activation model (NAM). The results demonstrated that recycling intention is significantly influenced by personal norms, in addition to other factors such as attitude and perceived behavioral control. Notably, attitude and perceived behavioral control do not directly influence recycling intention. The authors also examined how awareness of the consequences is positively correlated with and affects other factors in the TPB. However, responses to surveys in their study constituted only 5.61% of overall findings, indicating a response rate too low for any conclusion to be formed. Furthermore, the types of recycled materials were not specified in the study.

Du and Lang [75] provided an example of an online e-commerce platform for mobile phone recycling that can effectively improve logistics management to reduce handling
costs. It is a model that does not require investment in infrastructure and therefore reduces processing cost, and is convenient for consumers so they are encouraged to participate in mobile recycling. Although the study was published in a highly ranked publication, only one channel for collecting mobile waste was discussed, e-commerce or online portals. Today, however, most companies recommend having an online portal for communication with consumers, so consumers can be guided in the process of returning products. The online platform could also be used to provide estimates of the product value.

Echegaray and Hansstein [24] demonstrated that there is a positive recycling intention with regard to e-waste. By studying the sociodemographic factors, they found that women and middle-aged people with low income were more willing to participate in electronic waste recycling than other demographic groups. The study focused on the TPB, and also demonstrated that perceived social acceptance significantly influences consumers’ intention to recycle. However, the study did not include all details on the main component of TPB or an in-depth analysis of the factors associated with the theory; rather, it focused solely on sociodemographic factors.

Martinho et al. [3] reported that the number of smartphone owners is higher than the number of tablet owners, with an average of 3.34 smartphones compared to 1.06 tablets per person. In terms of recycling behavior, the study found no significant difference between the two types of devices. Many people prefer to keep old devices at home or give used ones to friends or relatives over sending them for recycling due to a lack of knowledge about recycling channels. The study also examined different sociodemographic variables (gender, age, income, education, and region of residence) in regard to recycling intention. The study demonstrated that family size and gender have the biggest influence on consumer behavior, and income influences consumer recycling behavior. However, no specific theory was linked to the findings made in the study in addition to a discussion on sociodemographic variables.

Bovea et al. [76] demonstrated that regulations on e-waste management and economic factors encourage consumers to participate in reusing, repairing, and recycling old electronic devices with regard to preserving the environment and natural resources. The study found that consumers are still not ready to adopt such practices, particularly for small electronic equipment. According to the findings, there is an inclination to keep such devices rather than recycle them. Repairing is an alternative to recycling, considering the cost to fix an item compared to the price of a newly manufactured product. Socioeconomic variables should be taken into consideration, as household size, level of education, and age can influence a consumer’s decision to repair an old device; on the contrary, household income does not have a similar influence on consumer behavior. The study did not associate the findings with specific behavioral theories, and the factors presented were not analyzed in depth. However, the study managed to address the socioeconomic variables and their influence on consumer behavior.

Khan et al. [77] observed that perceived behavioral management is a critical predictive factor regarding the practice of reuse, return, or recycle. Self-efficacy and accessible opportunities are two factors of perceived behavioral control that influence consumers’ intention to recycle. The study made an assumption that an individual’s reluctance to be part of recycling is due to the lack of infrastructure, recycling channels, or facilities. The study only investigated one product (plastic) and did not discuss channels for recycling. As for behavior, the authors discuss several aspects in addition to TPB. However, some criteria were not discussed, such as self-confidence, with regard to participating in recycling activities.

Sun and Wang [78] presented additional factors incorporated in the TPB in order to predict consumer behavior, such as product knowledge and price consciousness; the latter negatively impact consumer buying intention. Furthermore, it was highlighted in [78] that in-store experiential marketing, in addition to intrinsic TPB factors (attitude, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control), can be useful in predicting consumer decisions on green purchasing. However, these factors have limitations in predicting purchasing behavior when dealing with online social platforms due to the broad range of product
information and reviews exchanged by consumers. As a result, the study focused only on purchase behavior in regard to green products and not general purchase behavior. Zhang et al. [23] pointed out that conscientiousness and good faith positively affect the intention to recycle and reuse among consumers, which is closely associated with attitude and subjective norms. More conscientious individuals tend to reflect better subjective norms and emotional standards with regard to saving the environment by participating in recycling activities. However, the authors did not discuss information security and the process of data cleaning in detail. They did not discuss how to overcome consumers’ reluctance to participate in recycling programs when the main concern is data security. The research focused only on consumers’ intention to recycle smartphones, not on actual recycling behavior in general.

Sharma and Foropon [79], following a different perspective, replaced two main factors in the TPB, subjective norms and perceived behavioral control, with environmental knowledge and perceived consumer effectiveness in order to examine green purchase attitudes. They also suggested three types of purchase patterns: unconditional, conditional, and accidental purchases. The proposed model emphasizes the influence of product value on green buying, which indicates an inclination toward conditional purchase regardless of environmental concerns. This concern can be understood either as saving the environment or as an environmental constraint. The research focuses on the psychological effects on environmental behavior.

Table 3 summarizes the significant research contributions on behavioral factors. However, other behavioral factors either have never been found or are not discussed in the reviewed studies, e.g., religion, knowledge and skills related to a specific behavior, habits, reciprocity options, and data security. The authors assume that information security is the central focus in regard to consumers’ intention to participate in mobile recycling; therefore, we focus on and examine this factor intensively. In addition, we examine the benefits such as offering financial incentives or free vouchers, or attentiveness to the environment, as influencing factors for customers to return EOL or EOU mobile devices. This factor (benefits perceived) might be inconsistent from country to country depending on the lifestyle.

Major finding 3: It is identified that consumer behavior supported by financial incentives affects participation in recycling and thus complete participation in 3R activities.
Table 3. Summary of significant contributions made through research on behavioral factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>(Chan and Chan, 2008)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>(Park and Ha, 2014)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>(Yin et al., 2014)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>(Sabbaghi et al., 2015)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>(Du and Lang, 2015)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>(Kianpour, 2017)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>(Kumar, 2017)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>(Echogaray and Hansstein, 2017)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>(Martinho et al., 2017)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>(Rosenthal, 2018)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>(Girase et al., 2018)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>(Assaf et al., 2018)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>(Bovea et al., 2018)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>(Nikabadi and Hajbouseinali, 2018)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>(Garrido-Hidalgo et al., 2019)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>(Khan et al., 2019)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>(Isma et al., 2019)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>(Sun and Wang, 2019)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>(Zhang et al., 2020)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>(Mohstahami et al., 2020)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>(Japutra and Loureiro, 2020)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Conclusions

Mobile waste has generated considerable interest from the government, industry players, and end-users, due to environmental concerns, economic gain, sustainable growth, and competitive development. This means businesses need to make more effort to adopt RSC procedures, as such practices are inefficient at the moment despite the field of research being relatively mature. The topic of mobile waste and its effect on the environment is addressed in this review. This paper focuses on three main sections: first, it provides a holistic view of RL, listing its main processes and critical issues in RSC as described by researchers to determine the successful implementation of recycling programs via RSCM. Second, the paper discusses mobile waste and different studies that have evaluated this issue. Finally, the paper demonstrates and reviews factors and frameworks that drive consumer behavior as suggested by several studies and additional research conducted in this domain, and proposes three major findings. This study contributes to the body of knowledge with selected and reviewed published articles on RSC focusing on mobile waste. In addition, we provide insight into the factors that various stakeholders believe influence mobile users to participate in mobile recycling. This article will help academics explore the importance of mobile recycling and further explore factors influencing mobile users to participate in mobile recycling, especially for the managers who are working in the mobile industry. The article is essential for protecting the environment and preserving natural resources by promoting materials for manufacturing new devices. The authors acknowledge that this paper is limited by the small number of factors that influence recycling behavior focusing on mobile recycling specifically, and this article is limited to scholarly papers published from 2004 to 2021. However, studying the theoretical side of RL will help to discover the sustainability factors that influence customer behavior toward mobile recycling.
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